
Unavailable elsewhere and exclusive to GAR subscribers, the Arbitrator Research Tool (ART) is a unique 

resource to make researching a specific arbitrator easier than ever before. This resource will become a necessity 
in exploring and learning more about renowned arbitrators, providing transparency in an often private field.

With arbitrator profiles added regularly, ART provides users with information you cannot get anywhere else on 

leading arbitrators. If you are searching for a particular arbitrator within a specific market or want to gain an 

insight into arbitrators you may not know, ART gathers all the vital information in one place.

New Workflow Tool

Make arbitrator selection more straightforward, objective and cost-
effective with GAR’s new Arbitrator Research Tool

Subscribe now for a introductory offer. 
Offer is available for a limited time only.



Six user benefits

Search for specific  

experience
Search international arbitrators by name and

experience, including types of law and rules

they’ve worked under and languages spoken

Discover procedural  

preferences
Learn arbitrators’ preferences from Q &

As on the organisational side of the work

Get an eyewitness  

account
View who’s worked with whom recently, so you  

know whom to contact for an eyewitness account.  

Obtain up-to-date intelligence about an arbitrator’s  

current performance level, rather than having to  

rely on the historic view

Discover other  

arbitrators
Featuring arbitrators from every  

background and expanding all the time,  

ART allows you to discover new  

arbitrators and get to know other  

arbitrators you’ve only heard of better

Save time finding  

information

ART is uncomplicated and puts a wealth  

of information at your fingertips, making  

it a great starting point for any research  

project

Access awards,  

speeches and other  

research assets
ART contains a growing collection of  

other research assets – CVs, public  

awards and links to other sites and GAR  

articles – that is being updated all the  

time



The platform has been three years in the 

making and is designed to be easy to use 

and intuitive. Simply type the name of an 

arbitrator in the search bar. If the arbitrator 

features anywhere on the system, it will 

autocomplete and present relevant pages. 

You can search by name and by advanced 

search filters such as nationality, language, 

number of arbitral appointments and 

applicable laws. 

Search function



ART includes relevant biographical details along with 

assets such as their CV, speeches, published awards, 

plus a Q&A with the arbitrator on their personal case 

management preferences. These cover everything from 

whether they favour the use of tribunal secretaries (or 

not) to their willingness to identify decisive issues early 

and how they like evidence to be presented and more.

ART has information on who’s seen 

whom recently – so you can contact a 

person you know – direct – plus 

interviews with the same arbitrators 

about their case-management ‘style’.

Arbitrator profiles



“This is a very comprehensive product and a much needed tool. As our speciality evolves, we  
must be more transparent and accountable and this will be invaluable in meeting those two  
objectives.” “Must have”, “extremely useful.”
Peter Griffin, Griffin Litigation PLLC

“So impressed with GAR’s Arbitrator Research Tool, this is what the industry has been 
missing. 
Lucy Greenwood, Greenwood Arbitration

“An excellent tool.”
Guy Pendell, CMS Cameron McKenna LLP

Testimonials



Testimonials

“It is easy and user-friendly.”
Philippe Pinsolle, Quinn Emanuel Urquhart & Sullivan

“It is a great initiative to democratise the access to arbitrators and to facilitate the  
introduction to lesser known arbitrators. The research tools may also present an opportunity  
for some needed positive discrimination in our industry.”
Yasmine Mohammad, Vannin Capital

“This is a great tool that will be most useful to level the playing field between insiders and 
outsiders in arbitration.” 
Eliseo Castineira, Castineira Law



Coverage

‘At a corporate counsel 
conference in London…the vast 
majority of the 60-strong 
audience voted at the end of the 
session that the tool would be a 
“net positive” addition to the 
arbitration community. Nobody 
voted for the alternative choice –
“that ART would cause more 
problems than it solves”’



Contact us

Subscriptions
E: james.spearing@globalarbitrationreview.com
T: + 44 20 3780 4157

Customer Service
E: customerservice@globalarbitrationreview.com
T: + 44 20 3780 4257

Would you like your profile in ART? 
E: alexandra.long@globalarbitrationreview.com
T: + 44 20 3780 4259

www.globalarbitrationreview.com/art


